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QUESTION 1

The IP address::/0 is equivalent to which IPv4 address and netmask? 

A. 0.0.0.0 

B. 0.0.0.0/0 

C. 0.0.0.0/24 

D. The IP address::/0 is not valid IPv6 syntax. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Stacking allows a primary device to utilize which resources of secondary devices? 

A. interfaces, CPUs, and memory 

B. CPUs and memory 

C. interfaces, CPUs, memory, and storage 

D. interfaces and storage 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which mechanism should be used to write an IPS rule that focuses on the client or server side of a TCP
communication? 

A. the directional operator in the rule header 

B. the "flow" rule option 

C. specification of the source and destination ports in the rule header 

D. The detection engine evaluates all sides of a TCP communication regardless of the rule options. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Remote access to the Defense Center database has which characteristic? 

A. read/write 
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B. read-only 

C. Postgres 

D. Estreamer 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which option describes the two basic components of Sourcefire Snort rules? 

A. preprocessor configurations to define what to do with packets before the detection engine sees them, and detection
engine configurations to define exactly how alerting is to take place 

B. a rule statement characterized by the message you configure to appear in the alert, and the rule body that contains
all of the matching criteria such as source, destination, and protocol 

C. a rule header to define source, destination, and protocol, and the output configuration to determine which form of
output to produce if the rule triggers 

D. a rule body that contains packet-matching criteria or options to define where to look for content in a packet, and a
rule header to define matching criteria based on where a packet originates, where it is going, and over which protocol 

Correct Answer: D 
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